The Enterprise VDI Platform

Workspot completely reinvented VDI with its modern, cloud-native architecture, enabling deployment and massive scalability across public clouds and on-premises infrastructure. Workspot delivers all the capabilities enterprise customers expect, plus industry-first features that accelerate business growth.

Enable Greater Business Agility
- Multi-cloud and on-premises deployment
- Add virtual desktops anywhere in minutes
- Address even the most demanding use cases

Increase Productivity
- Net Promoter Score 80!
- Reduce helpdesk tickets
- Actionable performance insights keep end users happy and productive

Reduce Total Cost of VDI Ownership
- Go live in 45 days
- 10x simpler to operate
- Reallocate IT resources to more strategic projects

Achieve Industry Leading Availability
- 99.99% availability with Global Desktop™
- 10x better than public cloud
- Readily solve for capacity issues

Engineered for Simplicity

Publish Windows/Linux Persistent & Non-Persistent Desktops GPU Workstations and Apps

Single Pane of Glass Global Management

Use Cases
- SAP Application
- Application Virtualization
- Call Center
- Contractor
- Software Developer
- Remote Employee
- Hybrid Employee
- M&A
- 3D CAD Designer

Technologies
- Windows 10/11 or Linux
- Applications
- Shared Hosted Desktops
- Non-persistent Desktops
- Persistent Desktops
- GPU Workstations

Locations
- On-premises datacenter
- Azure and/or GCP and/or AWS
Intelligence Is Built-In

Look beyond VDI table stakes for innovation that will transform end user computing in your organization. Workspot Watch™, Workspot Trends™ and Workspot Optimize™ deliver industry-first features:

• Big data analysis and real-time alerts accelerate problem resolution
• Performance trends and end user feedback combined helps IT replicate outstanding user experiences
• COGS alerts indicate actionable cost savings opportunities

Southland

“Workspot brought ease of use to a solution that has been very cumbersome in the past. The solution is easy to deploy, simple to use and maintain, and the GPU-accelerated workstations can be deployed in any region of Azure around the world, which delivers stellar performance to our power users.”

Israel Sumano Sr Director of Cybersecurity and Infrastructure

Landis+Gyr

“We saw a 75% improvement in delivery time for providing external access to our environment. Having the ability to deploy virtual desktops as a service on-demand across multiple clouds is a massive innovation for our end user computing strategy.”

Steve Crawford Manager of Global IT Infrastructure Strategy

Why Workspot

Schedule a Demo

Go Live 45 Days

NPS 80

Availability 99.99%